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Executive Summary 

This summary can be rather short and sweet as clearly Primary V is underway. The Zweig breadth thrust we observed 

on October 7 is clearly making its presence, and silencing all critics as the market has now gained an additional 4% 

already. This week, the market forced us to switch our preferred and alternate counts, and we now have the market 

in intermediate iii of major 3 of Primary V. On Thursday and Friday the market broke out above downtrend trendlines 

and above long term SMAs (50w and 200d SMAs). As such, and using TIs and wave count we determined that all 

charts are pointing towards higher prices and there’s not a sell signal in place. Using several techniques the weight 

of observable evidence first points towards SPX 2120-2140 for a shorter term top, and then to around SPX 2300 for 

a possible very significant market top.  

Between here and now a retest of the several longer term moving averages (around SPX 2060) would not be out of 

the question before the uptrend resumes. 

Since we are now long term (months) bullish on the market we continue to advise 

that pullbacks, small and larger should be bought. Bears should have covered their 

shorts a long time ago. We’ve been very clear about that. Bulls should have ideally 

bought when our buy signals triggered late September and depending on 

trading/investing time frame either hold or be in the process of selling at target 

levels to lock in profits and rebuy dips. 
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Elliot wave update 

In last week’s weekend update we presented two counts. One preferred: Major 1 about to finish, Major 2 soon 

underway (60%); and our alternate: major 1, 2 of Primary V already completed and the market is already in major 3 

and about to complete intermediate i of major 3 (40%). We set the following parameters: “Price should in this case 

drop to above SPX 2010 for intermediate ii before intermediate iii takes hold and like carry the market to new ATHs. 

A break below SPX 1991 will invalidate this count and shift our focus fully to the preferred count.” With this week’s 

price action the anticipated deeper retrace for a Major 2 didn’t happen. Hence, we had to flip our preferdness of 

our two counts. As such, price is now in intermediate iii of major 3. Off the intermediate ii (SPX 2017) low we can 

count 5 smaller waves up to the recent SPX 2080 high. Hene, we do expect a (small) pullback (10-20p) before the 

uptrend resumes (more about that also on page 3, 5, and 6). These 5 waves can be minor 1, or simple a subdivisions. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: intermediate iii of major 3 underway. Anticipated Major 3, 4, 5 target zones in yellow. 

 

As said in the Thursday’s daily update, we anticipate Major 3 to peak between SPX 2140-2230 (1x-1.62x), Major 4 to 

drop down to SPX 2080-2170, and Primary V (Cycle 1) to peak at SPX 2230-2300. These are shown in the yellow 

boxes above. Note that the C1 target is close to the 176.4% extension of Primary I; a very typical Fib-extensions for 

a 5th wave. 

We are aware these are rather broad target zones, and for now we would like to concentrate on Major 3 first to 

remain realistic and focused: i.e. profitable  !! So, if we were to narrow Major 3 down, we would like to focus on 

the (blue) 161.8% extension of Primary I (SPX 667->1370) from Primary II (SPX 1075): 1075 + 1.618x (1370-667) = 

2210. This is right in between the (yellow) 138.2 and 161.8% extensions of Major 1, from Major 2, which are the 

most common extensions for a 3rd wave; and at SPX 2200, 2230 respectively.  

Hence, we anticipate a more precise Major 3 target of SPX 2200-2230, ideally. Since Major 3 consists of 5 

intermediate waves, we expect intermediate iii to target 2120-2140. 
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SPX update 

The price only chart with trendlines and S/R zones shows us the ascending black (dotted) trend channels price is in. 

On Thursday we already presented our symmetry target of SPX 2140: green arrows. We can observe this targets the 

upper parallel ascending trendline perfectly. We can also see that price found support at the middle black dotted 

trendline on Wednesday (while it was rejected by that same line at the major b of IV high last month). Last but not 

least, we can observe that price broke above the upper descending trendline of the recent downtrend as well as the 

SPX 2040-2060 S/R zone. A clear indication the down trend is over. One would expect a retest of this zone (2060) 

before price resumes it’s uptrend (like it did the week before with the SPX 1975-2000 zone), but it is not necessary. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: resistance became support. Breakout targets SPX 2140 

 

Hence, SPX 2120-2140 is our short term target (weeks)  
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Our targets set in early October -SPX 2040-2060- were all met this week: BINGO! However, based on our objective 

analyses of the daily TIs we did also note: “the SPX 2040-2060 zone may proof to be conservative. If so, then the daily 

R2 level at SPX 2086 is our next target”. With the S&P500 hitting SPX 2080 on Friday we have another BINGO . 

And, based on our analyses on the previous page we anticipate that also this is too conservative. Note that price is 

now firmly above ALL important SMAs: 50d, 100d, 150d AND 200d.The last is very important as that’s often used as 

the delineation between an uptrending or downtrending market by many pundits. Hence, one would expect a retest 

of the 200d SMA (SPX 2060) before the uptrend resumes, but it is not necessary. Note the dotted A.I. buy/sell signals 

over the past two weeks: vertical green and red lines. We dotted these since those were simple not ideal buy/sell 

signals (ideal is move from <20 to >20 or from >80 to <80 for all 3 A.I. lines; like in late-September: solid green line) 

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart: All TIs point up. A.I., MACD, FSTO, on buy-signals since 9/30. Price above all SMAs. 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 

Bullish hook: 

confirmed! 
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The weekly A.I. has been on a buy for 3 weeks now, and acting upon it provided our more conservative investor a 

nice 75p gain, while our more aggressive investors using the daily A.I. are sitting on ~150p gains .  The weekly SAR 

has now confirmed a new uptrend (flipped below price). Price also passed through the 20w and 50w SMAs (SPX 

2037, 2060, respectively). The latter coincides with the 200d SMA, and as said before a retest would not be unlikely 

before the uptrend resumes. The next logical target is then the black dotted horizontal line at around SPX 2120: last 

year’s weekly R1 level. After that comes the ATH level (~SPX 2140). These coincides with our intermediate iii target 

and symmetry breakout targets (Page 2, 3, respectively). Notice the green arrows that show a big-picture symmetry 

breakout potential. The target is around SPX 2300, which is perfectly in line with the weekly R2 level (SPX 2318) as 

well as with our preferred Primary V target area of 2230-2300. Please note that all TIs are pointing up, and the MACD 

gave a buy-crossover this week: expect indeed higher prices in the coming weeks. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI chart: 50w SMA reached. Next is SPX 2120-2140 with an ultimate target of SPX 2300? 

 

Hence, around SPX 2300 is our longer term target (weeks-months). 

A.I buys/sell indicator 
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Of course we don’t get blindsided by following only one index, and if we study the DOW and NAZ, we already knew 

from last week that the general (DOW) was leading the troops as it has been in an uptrend for 2 weeks. We can now 

also observe that both indices, like the SPX, have surpassed their 50w SMAs and the NAZ is now also in a confirmed 

uptrend. As long as the 50w SMA holds the trend will remain up (see the past 3 years for its importance for the 

uptrend). All TIs on both indices are pointing up, and logical first targets are the upper BBs now at $18,512 and 

$5,263, but decreasing; respectively. Additional gains of around 4-5%. Translated to the SPX that targets: 2075x 1.04 

= 2160; perfectly in line with the BBs on the weekly chart (figure 4) and our calculated targets. 

Figure 5. DOW and NAZ weekly TI charts: both in confirmed uptrends, both above their 50w SMAs, all TIs pointing up 
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Market breadth  

We’ve shown the NYMO (McClellan Oscillator) and NYSI (summation index of NYMO) numerous times the past week, 

so we’ll not bore you with those again. Instead, let’s check the Bullish Percent Indices (BPI) for the DOW and SPX. 

We can see that the BPI-INDU is now at a lofty 83. Well-above our full-blown bullish level of 70. Hence, the bears 

won’t stand a change with such a high BPI, as they need a reading below 50: see orange boxes. 

Similarly for the S&P500. Its BPI is now at 62 and closing in on the 70 level. As long as the BPI-SPX remains over 50 

also here the bears don’t have a change and any downside will only be a short correction of the uptrend. 

Figure 6. BPI-INDU full blown bullish. BPI-SPX almost there. 
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Miscellaneous. 

We wanted to spend a few words on volume. Normally we don’t look at it too much, but it must be noted that since 

the September 29 low, 8 days out of the in total 14 green (up) days were on higher than average volume (based on 

the 50d SMA of volume): orange boxes. Especially the last two days and first 5 days. In contrast, the 5 down days 

were all, except 1, on below average volume. This tells us that the uptrend is real as there is real underlying buying 

strength.  

Figure 7. Volume on up days has mostly been above average, whereas on down days below average: bullish. 
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The VIX was up on Friday and as such some pundits pointed this out as the proverbial canary in the coal mine for the 

next leg down. However, one swallow doesn’t make a summer. Namely, the VIX remains in a down trend (black 

descending trendline) and the past 18 months tell us that it needs to break at least above $17.5 (see blue vertical 

lines) before the bears can even make a dent.  

The CPCE (put/call) ratio ended on Friday once again at a rather neutral 0.63, and no top will be imminent until we 

see readings below 0.50 (too many calls). As such these two charts at weight to the evidence that we can expect 

continued higher prices over the days and weeks ahead. 

Figure 8. VIX remains in a down trend, and needs to break $17.5 first. Put/call ratio remains neutral 
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Conclusion 

Last week we “prefer[ed] the “major 1 is currently underway and targeting SPX 2040-2060” count vs. the “major 3 is 

currently underway” count by a 60/40 margin. The market now needs to break key levels (SPX 2010, 1991) to solidify 

the preferred count. IF it fails to do so in the upcoming trading sessions then we have to switch to the alternate count 

as our preferred count.” Since the market indeed failed to break these key levels, but hit our target zone, we switched 

our preferred and alternate counts: the market is now in intermediate iii of major 3.  

All our systems remain on buy, from daily to weekly and there is not a single observable sell signal. Using several 

different analytical techniques we determined that the weight of the evidence points towards a first top at around 

SPX 2120-2140, and significant market top in the SPX 2300 area. As such we continue to look up until the observable 

evidence and hard facts of the charts tell us to do differently. 

 

Since we are now long term (months) bullish on the market we continue to advise 

that pullbacks, small and larger should be bought. Bears should have covered their 

shorts a long time ago. We’ve been very clear about that. Bulls should have ideally 

bought when our buy signals triggered late September and depending on 

trading/investing time frame either hold or be in the process of selling at target 

levels to lock in profits and rebuy dips. 
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